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OPERATIONAL UPDATES
 New land 

As you will have all seen, we have finally acquired the additional land from the farmer 

stretching all the way down to the main Leckhampton Lane.  It will need some time to dry 

out and for the grass to grow - given that it has been occupied by pigs for so long, and, as 

we discovered. it has had no drainage in place whatsoever! 

However, having this extra land has allowed me to create an additional bark chip area so 

that we now have 2 all-weather surfaces for when the weather isn’t so nice. 

Once the new area is operational the idea is to divide it into two sections.  One being a 

large grass play paddock, and the other section will be made into a play zone with jumps, 

ditches, banks etc.  My intention is to make this area accessible from the farms approach 

lane so that the play zone can be available for exclusive hire should any clients wish to 

use the area outside of daycare hours for training and exercise. 

Filming 

Our filming is scheduled to commence during the last week of April.  The intention is to 

film the team together with your dogs as a promotional video for Pawprints.  So thankyou 

to all of you for agreeing to let us film your pups - their moment of fame! 

Monthly best pictures 

Not all of you follow our facebook or instagram pages, so at the end of each month I am 

going to publish on the pawprints website the best picture/most liked picture for each 

day of the month.   

I’ve already published April’s best of.  If you click on the gallery link, you’ll see another 

menu pop up and you just need to select “Monthly best pics”. 

This is the link 

http://www.pawprintsdogdaycare.com/monthly-best-pics.html 



There is a huge amount of information and miss information on this horrible condition, 
so I thought it might be useful for clients if I could summarise what I have read so far 
on this disease. 

- The condition was first discovered in the 80’s in Alabama, US, but it has somehow made 
its way over to the UK and is now spreading across the country. 

- Although originally it only seemed to affect greyhounds, it now seems to affect any 
 type of dog, with there being no link to breed, size, bodyweight, sex or age. 

- It is a rare, complex condition, of unknown cause and survival rates are very low as there 
is very little known about the disease. 

- The only UK specialist on the disease is a clinic in Winchester called Anderson Moores.   
https://www.andersonmoores.com/home/ 

- It is thought that the disease is picked up on the paws and legs from muddy walks 
which then lead to skin sores or lesions on the bottom of legs, pads, body and face. 

- Skin lesions appear less than a week before clinical signs of kidney failure (tiredness, 
vomiting, not eating). However, not all animals with Alabama Rot develop kidney failure. 

- Cases have been identified across the whole of the UK, including Gloucestershire 

- There does appear to be a seasonal distribution, with the majority of the affected dogs 
presenting signs between November and May/June. 

- The key message is that it only affects a small minority of dogs - those whose bodies 
start an incorrect immune response to the infection.  So dogs could walk in exactly the 
same area where Alabama Rot is present, and not all dogs will be affected. 

- Husbandry is probably your best form of defence - always wash mud off your dogs, 
clean and dry the skin carefully and regularly check for any skin lesions. 

- Seek immediate vet advice if you have any concerns 

ALABAMA ROT



Archie the beagle is our good dog this month.  His soft eyes and pleading expression are 
difficult to resist.  He is happy, outgoing, loving and gentle, yet with a stubborn streak. 

Noise is often a challenge for the centre, and Archie, like most beagles, had a preference 
to interact with other dogs at an extremely healthy volume….. 

But with time and a lot of work from Eloise, Archie now happily plays with other dogs 
without telling the greater Burley Fields population that he is doing so :o) 

Well done Archie! 

DOG OF THE MONTH



The Naughty dog of the month title goes to Mortimer, aka Naughty Morty!   

Carol set up an impulse control game for the dogs in her group.  She had all the dogs 
carefully sat waiting for the release command when on que they all ran to the toys 
apart from Morty who decided that a better, more fun game, would be to launch 
himself at Carol.   

He double barrelled Carol and knocked her backwards into one of the logs which she 
then tripped over and landed on her butt.  All the dogs naturally came to her aid, 
attempting to sit on top of her, whilst naughty Morty picked up her phone and ran off 
with it! 

NAUGHTY DOG OF 
THE MONTH


